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CANTILEVER RACK
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Cantilever Rack 

Strong and easy to build, our cantilever 
system is based on modular bays and 
fittings to provide cost effective storage 
of long and awkward items. The frames 
are available in 3 heights and two 
depths in both single and double sided 
configurations. 

Each bay comes complete with 3 arms 
per frame and you can add or deduct the 
number of levels required. The arms can 
be fitted with end stops (at an additional 
cost shown) to secure any loose products 
from falling off. 

The frames are spaced 1000mm apart 
with bolted on X brace, so you can easily 
work out your run using the starter and 
extension bay. Prices below.

Item, codes and prices

All bays come with 3 arms + base per frame and all necessary, bracing and fi xing plates

Height x  Depth (mm) Single sided 1000mm wide Double sided 1000mm wide

Starter Price Extension Price Extra Arms Arm Capacity 
(kg)

Starter Price Extension Price Extra 
Arms

Arm Capacity 
(kg)

2000 x 600 £468.50 £255.85 £19.40 185 £654.10 £348.70 £19.40 185

CODE CRS/2006/S3 CRE/2006/S3 CR/ARM06 CRS/2006/D3 CRE/2006/D3 CR/ARM06

2000 x 800 £510.10 £276.65 £22.40 135 £735.95 £389.80 £22.40 135

CODE CRS/2008/S3 CRE/2008/S3 CR/ARM08 CRS/2008/D3 CRE/2008/D3 CR/ARM08

For taller frames add the following prices to the bays above

2500 £54.40 £27.25 £54.40 £27.25

CODE CRS/25__/S3 CRE/25__/S3 CRS/25__/D3 CRE/25__/D3

3000 £108.85 £54.50 £108.85 £54.50

CODE CRS/30__/S3 CRE/30__/S3 CRS/30__/D3 CRE/30__/D3

End stop for arm £5.75

End stop for base £9.60

Starter and extension bays

Single sided Double sided
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3 Incredible value for money

3 Easy to build and reconfigure

3 Guaranteed delivery in 5 days

3 Frames capacities up to 1750 kgs

3 Arms carry loads up to 185kgs

3 Strong epoxy finish in blue RAL5010

3   Colours co-ordinate with our 

shelving systems

3 Arms adjust every 70mm

Front detail of base End stop for base

End stop for arms
Adjustable arm pin

We also offer 

1500mm wide bays, 

please contact the 

sales office for more 

information

prices from

£255.85


